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Life under the Big Top: A Called Clown
By Dave Arends, page S
Countdown to summer: Top Ten's for Summer Fun!
By Concord staff, Luther Seminary Faculty, Staffand Students, pages 5-10
Summertime Savings for Lifelong Fun!
By Erica Kennedy p. 13
Plus: Exceptional titlesfor those last minute assignments, Katie von Bora speaks, coveting dishwashers, sweet speculating one last time, and more!
First Things First
From the Mann himself
eev'  roan the zto    , 
v
Al Wlanting whatyou havey
stat
9e Editor,` not having whatyou want.
The End
Thcse a& usually the two r By John Mann
A
4"   
wardsend of a book, or Seminary Pastor0 e
even recited ceremonially at the As many of you know, I live my life among
end of a life event. " The End" .     '"" ', dogs. There was a time when they had more
toys than the average nursery school. How-jndicates a' me liar come a
elbse and ' e is na left.      '      ever, like many siblings, these litter-mates only
tune Ii the to st ad- wanted toys when a brother or sister was already
in    . ut d''"     occupied with it. This was the origin of manyg g,he book y, r
move " The d" isnowhe significant altercations which required my inter-
vention and sometimes even transportation to
for me m e end of m Tenure eco Rigour campus jour_ the veterinarian. Finally, when I determined that we could not elim-
nal as we'll he end of wti seining career, Its time inate covetousness, the toys were banished to outer darkness- easier
tp put down oncordl the kedeta e ufhce atI than banishing the dogs, I suppose. To amend a phrase: the love of
other's possessions is the root of much evil. Sadly, as with the dos itaffable in
fr n 000
the alta^     tial Luther Iiurch a P Y>     dogs,
my acade c benedi - a dipla maybe less about the possessions than about the other who has them.
Our final. issis about"    . ninth and tenth of our Our jealousy toward those who are happy with their things may be
Lards mandrri t$;about ccsueting, or wanting things more malignant than our lust for possessions.
that aren't itis t4 have: It seems particularly appropri Let me share an example and a warning:
ate, though, that thiswield fall around the end ofthe ye In my last parish, we went through considerable process to acquire
rout this time, most ofus busywantingt e_veryte a neighboring city block for urban outreach ministry.After years of
astinnier internship site, a seiner First gnment effort processing, negotiating and finally rehabilitating the area, it
or thai dive diploma which soiuf filmes seems fat off.  was announced that the city school district was planning to buy our
While,perhaps there is danger''in seeking after things buildings for a major expansion program. They thought they should
I that aren't yours, this issue primarily contains all sorts of be able to do so for the price we had originally paid, before all the
Ghitigs youhnuld seek fi For example; Dr. Mark Orr a%     rehabilitation. Moreover, when we resisted their offer, they threatened
A i v,
1tust offer alist ofMinn a adventures for you ndyot        to take the property through eminent domain. I won't bore you with
family to enjoy and Dr l ange helps ou take a li  the rest of the story. However, I highlight several things.
tour ofFu„    I john f    helps you stay on frac ,  1)   Institutions and government entities are capable ofcovet-
athe a'ti thin learned throe lxout the ing just as individuals are. Theologians are right about theg
s hod year and Dr, Mary Sue er inti rtluces'You to all fallenness of principalities and powers.
thsngsp'tnitl Plus, tlie.  oncord sfftlffers,anumber oflists 2)   In our current culture, we are far likelier to allow corporate
such as Comfort Foods tc Make While on Internship”       entities to take what belongs to others than we are to let
yafTen Tlimgs V11 SaytoMyIds This Summer I}on' t fo individuals take things.
o follow the#low chart,     eri twill help    %'   ermin
ur future Fii s Call path"    g to all flf i rtan%t 3)   The consequences of the powerful and well- financed tak-
ra hicssuli as hair eolor      ing desirable land and real property from ordinary citizenserx0"   p robe_an Ater!
I'jas yvu still have a few thins and institutions defy our notions of justice and protectiont turn m' pu Il find
of the vulnerable.
a comihensive l isr of paper ti if you're at a kiss.
But e and all of the work marywhich help build Coveting is no more acceptable when done by the powerful and
wealthy than at other times. We simply need to resist the temptationsus toward atrr.hopes and career dreams, ve crime to realize
r
O"  to violate the rights to private property by an apparent majority who
Edifor f©Gage .;       might violate them.
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Inside From the Outside
An ethic o appreciationo
An Episcopal take
By Aaron Hoffman We do not" rejoice in other people's gifts and from each other's tradition. Before this can
M Div Middler graces." I am guilty of this myself. I have often occur of course we have to open ourselves up
We often hear the word" covet" in the neg-   
found myselfventing about all the things that to other traditions. We have to believe that
ative. Indeed, the commandment is stated so I dislike about Lutheranism. This is too easy a there is real good in other
traditions— that
in the Ten Commandments, " You shall not trap to fall into. Paul admonishes us to" con-   we have much that we can learn from other
covet any ofyour neighbor's stuff." But how
sider others as better than ourselves." What denominations and other religions. What
would we phrase it positively? In the Book of
ifwe made a list of all of the things that have stands in our way, then, is the illusion that
Common Prayer our catechism sums up the
blessed us from other denominations? How God has given to us, in our particular denom-
10th Commandment in this way: " We love
about developing an ethic of appreciation?    ination or tradition, all of the good theology,
our neighbors as ourselves by resisting temp-   We will not agree with many things
from liturgy and ethics that there are. In a strange
tations to envy, greed, and jealousy; rejoicing other traditions than our own— but I think way our coveting of other people's stuffstems
in other people's gifts and graces; doing our that we will be surprised by how much we do from our idolatry of our own stuff!We have
duty for the love of God, who has called us appreciate. Ifwe
focus on the faults of others,   some good stuff, but let' s open our eyes. A
into fellowship with him." it is easy to be jealous when they succeed. But,   
lot of people have good stuff. Let's not just
As an Episcopal student at a Lutheran if we focus on all that we admire and appre-   rejoice in our own gifts and graces. Let's
seminary I can appreciate the way this admo-   
ciate in one another, it is easy to" rejoice in rejoice in other people' s gifts and graces too!
nition speaks to denominational relations.   their gifts and graces."   Mmmm... that's some good stuff!
Too much of the time, we seek to raise our-      In ecumenical relations this should be our
selves up by putting other traditions down.   key first step: Affirming what we appreciate
Surrender: A new homefor Nintendo
By Salim Kaderbhai Worship class. Although, I have been
M.Div. Middler surprised that people are sometimes
Coveting, I found, is not just a problem for willing to let you borrow things, but
those who have plenty or those who have lit-     it is usually after they do not need it
tle. It seems to have no limits across national
anymore.
boundaries, cultural boundaries and religion.     In contrast, I still remember having
We always want something that the other has to lend out my first gaming system, a
but what is different are the reasons and moti-    Nintendo 64, to a friend from school
vation behind it. i because his mom had talked to my
Growing up in Tanzania, I was always taught parents about it. They felt that I did
to imagine my community( be it the religiousmh not need to play games all the time
and that someone else should get joy
community, neighborhood, school, classroom
64 out ofusing it. I was not happy aboutor group of friends) to be the collective" own-
ers" ofwhat the group had. Yes, we would have
that, but it was for the good of the
things that we owned individually, but if that larger community and it prevented
thing helped the larger community, then it was going to be used by jealousy from brewing.
others whether you liked it or not. We knew that if there was some-      America, I found, has given me permission to be selfish about what
thing that we needed, there would be someone in the community who I own. That has led to more coveting of things that I do not have or of
would be willing to let us borrow it.       
things that I have seen people with. I want an iPhone, I want a new
Living in the United States for the last eleven years, I have come car, I want a house and I want that guitar I saw my friend play. Some-
to see a different attitude towards things that people own. There is a times, chasing the American dream clouds my memory ofwhat I was
far greater sense of entitlement toward personal ownership of things taught as a kid, of living in community and knowing that whatever
individually, and with that, there seems to be a greater reluctance to
you have been blessed with is for your sake, but also for the good of
announce what one owns and to make that available for the larger the larger community.
community, therefore making it easier to covet that which you do not So as I try and teach my one-year-old son some important values
have. Sometimes I wonder what the definition is of the larger com-   about life, I hope that I remember to teach him the same values that
munity, or if there is such a thing here. I know that I cannot expect I was brought up with; not just for his sake, but for the sake of the
to go and borrow my neighbor's laptop to do an assignment for my larger community that he is a part of!
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Inside from the Outside
Megrass is not alwaysgreener—
especially in the desert
Scott Thalacker
M. Div. Intern
Here I am, facing the daunting prospect of a summer in" the valley."
January here in the" big house" ( the city of Casa Grande, Ariz.) was
a joy. But May, with the NHL playoffs in full swing, already has me
yearning for the northern climes of my misspent youth. Having said i
that, one internship lesson learned has been that the grass isn' talways
greener on the other side— at least not when you are a snowbird retiree y j
who gets the best ofboth worlds with respect to weather. But there is
something to this beyond just coveting the snowbird lifestyle as the
temperatures more frequently hit triple digits just when our car's air
s
conditioning has broken( Anyone have$ 1400 lying around?).       fir,%y
Internship has helped me to see that the grass is not always greener g4,11
OD the other side. All the moving around I have done in the last seven
r       years has led me to savor the places I am blessed to spend time in.
Arizona is a world away from anyplace I had been before, but there
are indeed Lutherans here, too, and also lots of good rocks to climb; ti
Cochise Stronghold, near Tombstone, is to rock climbers what Willy k
Wonka's factory was to Charlie! ( That is, assuming you do not mind
wrestling with cacti, scorpions and drug-runners).
Although I am holding out judgment of the place( at least the val-
ley!) until after a summer, I am thankful for the brothers and sisters
in Christ who have shared life together with me. They have graciously There is no telling where our paths will take us in the future, espe-
nudged me into leadership and have taught me things about life and cially those of us at the mercy of the dreaded" process." But, there is
God that I will carry my whole ministry and life. I have no intern-   assurance in knowing that" God made the world a grassy road before
ship horror stories to report so far! Their generosity and love have our bare, wandering feet." Wherever we all end up( as if anything isbeen overwhelming at times. They have been the green grass of my permanent) after that strange seminary world, we can hold onto the
time here in Arizona.       hope that the Spirit goes before us, doing lots of yard work.
Theological Superhero of the Month:
Joe[ Osteen
Super-Osteen—
Your best life this summer.
g
j.
Super-Osteen s steps for fun this summer:
Re- style your hair!       Re- style your hair!
Field trip to Lakewood Church!    • Join Trump for a dip in his
Re- style your hair!       Cash- cuzzi
Follow a 10 point plan to Re- style Trump's hair!      
blessings!       Ensure every sentence ends in
Re- style your hair!       an exclamation point so YOU
Shout at" the help" from First are excited to live your best
Class life [for Jesus] now!"
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Perception
What lifestyle Flo you covet?
How will the ministry help or destroy you getting there?
Christ's campaign:  The ranchers dream
Calling the M. Alicia EhlersDiv. Middler
candidates While pondering the lifestyle I covet, a few options came to mind. All of theminvolve having money enough to travel extensively, but not traveling to do mission
work. But when it comes to the bottom line, my personality tests and my dreams
By Katie Jerabek all boil down to a lifestyle on a plot of land, complete with horses and various
M. A. lunior plants and animals. The other night, while with some friends, I was asked what
Okay, I confess. I want my old life back. I want I would do if I weren' t going into the ministry. Without a second' s hesitation, I
back the life where I was responsible for turning out responded," I' d be a rancher."
thousands of votes to the Iowa Caucuses; the life of There' s one house in Nebraska, between Omaha and Ashland, that has been
conference calls and Blackberries and constant travel.     my dream house since the second grade. It's a big yellow farm-style house on land
The life of writing line-by- line event schedules, " staff-     with a creek and woods. It's perfect. Life there would be amazing, with horses to
ing the candidate" and fitting ten 8x10 barn signs into ride and land to explore. I can just picture it: I' m in Wranglers, fixing fences and
my Honda Civic. I want the life where I recruited and shoeing horses; and I would be the complete rancher's wife, cooking and baking;
directed last-minute volunteers, escorted VIPs through ringing the triangle when dinner was ready. "What's for dinner tonight, honey?"
Secret Service magnetometers and arranged an Ameri-     he' d ask. I' d say, " Venison, au gratin potatoes and green beans, with blueberry
can flag with just hairspray and a coat hanger, all in 15 pie for dessert."
minutes. I want the life where I lived in a townhouse The ministry would totally hinder this lifestyle choice, though.
with an attached garage in a gated community instead For starters, I will never make enough money as a pastor to be able to afford
of a 10x12 dorm room, and the life where I could say,     such a house on such land. Then there are the costs of buying and keeping horses
think and do pretty much anything and conveniently and whatever other livestock I would want- unless, of course, I was the senior pas-
ignore the little voice in my head saying," Really?Who for at a mega- church. Then I could definitely afford such a lifestyle. And I would
are you?" I miss that life, and frankly, this whole" min-     have maybe five other pastors to actually run the church, so I would have time to
istry" thing isn't helping me get it back.      be out riding and tending the land.
But somewhere along the way I became okay with I' d show up at the church every day for a few hours, to make sure things were
that. I won't ever have that life back. It's not my job any-     running smoothly. But I' d have a treasurer to watch the finances, and the other
more to build a room or turn out votes. It's my job to pastors to help with the small groups. Oh, and forget about preaching on Sun-
days. I' d let the associates and interns do that. The ranch sounds pretty good right
Campaign to page 10 now. Maybe it would work.
Bi&Top Pastor
By Dave Arends but instead I was turned and to church I was sent.
M.Div. Senior With carnies and barkers I could swear like a sailor,
Soon I will be a man of the cloth,  but that is no way to preach of the Savior.
I' ve been drawn to the light, and circle like a moth.      The fans, they'd adore me, the children would cower,
Yet this was not my first dream and sometimes I covet when magically in hand, there appeared a red flower.
the life of a clown with the big top above it.       With magic tricks, bad jokes and pratfalls galore
Long ago, a young me was making cookies from dough it's hard to believe I could want something more
I rolled them to balls, in the air they would go.   But God he has called me, called in my earsCookies bounced about, hand into hand I' ll stand in the church and go on preaching for years.
though I made a great mess, I was a juggling man.       Telling of death and rising on bright Easter morn,
In college acting I smeared on the make-up,      I' ll serve blood and body, not buttered popcorn.
I' d twist long balloons and turn to a pup. You might say I could be a ministry clown,
Instead of jumping and dunking like Michael yet I' d get no respect with a red-painted frown.
before Blackman Hall I quick learned to unicycle. I will become a pastor, I've been called and I know it.
My skills I could use beneath the big tent, Alas, I shall neer be a clown, or for that matter, a poet.
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Natalie Gessert Colin and Jeni Grangaard
Findingyourfirst call Top Ten Places They re Travelling.
1.    Nairobi, Kenya
J+  \J CA•LO 2.    Rift Valley,
b o p
Kenya
r \
OW A
ea 3 2-     0SS C#-` it+ dqa a t« NC 3.   Arusha,     
y
Tanzania
4.    Serengetikrr&jo LT-. OAA Ai;  OGD" OT* 4!1 i tta National ParkL- r4 SC" ML sr-
5.    Mount
Kilimanjaro
3f_11J4r jt 6.    Bethlehem,
Israel
Le5er ea A.   us 4o ie"4-r e e%-L,  7.    Petra, Jordan
8.    Cairo, Egypt
9.   Jerusalem, Israel
fit t tit$ E,   . qfi yds' —  t 10.   Cool European Christian Communities!
Frank Johnson
sv,  4MC 1, 4 Top Ten Funny Bracket-
Voting Ideas (and IAB Y F2)q N
possible matchups)  
10.   Least favorite High School may
N1 sr tr t l rot'.   
P.E. activity( Pickle Ball vs.     ySEW-   ' k     e  .
r r
asc Rope Climb)
9.    Favorite shrubbery or other
A,,     ', g#    '          lower-level vegetation( Rho-
dodendrons vs. Fiddlehead
Ferns)
8.    Favorite LOLcatBible.com ti     '
translation( Matthew 5: 13:" u
r teh cheezburgerz. if cheez-
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burgerz haz no cheez, taste bad. trashcat can has it." vs.   Marie Olson
Genesis 18: 1:" Noaw Abraham waz rlxn and Ceiling Cat waz Top ten comfortfoods to make and eat onliek` Oh Hai"')
7.    Which Harry Potter character is most damned? (Hagrid vs.       internship:
Professor Sprout)      10.  African Peanut Soup
6.    Favorite name of a local Wendy's employee( Kashzmiere vs.       9.    Crazy Cake( Family Recipe for
Everyone)    Chocolate Cake)
5.    Superpower that would hinder you from having a good dat-Y 8.    Chicken Enchiladas Kq_
ing life( Super Fast Toenail Growth vs. Super Strong Onion
Breath) 7•    Homemade Mac` n Cheese
r
with Crab
4.    Best baseball player names( Boof Bonser vs. Rusty Kuntz) 6.    Calzones
3.    Which seminary professor would win in a fight to the death?      5 Bagel Breakfast Sandwich
use your imagination)
2.   Worst South Dakota tourist traps( Corn Palace vs. Clock
4.    Pupusas( El Salvadorian thick
tortilla patties filled with
Museum)
cheese and chicken)
1.    < Insert yours here> Look for a summer bracket mania to
determine what bracket we do next year!    
3.    Guacamole
2.    Sweet Potato Quesadillas
Jenni Lathrop
1.    Totino's Pizza Rolls( Some-
Ten things I'll say a lot to my kids this
times the microwave is your best friend!)
summer:
1.    Because I said so.      Faith is a living, daring confidence in
2.    Stop whining.   God's grace, so sure and certain that a
3.    Go outside.      man could stake his life on it a thousand
4.    Don't touch that. times."
5.    Stop hitting your sister/ brother.     Martin Luther
6.    Noyou cannot have that for
lunch.
7.    Why on earth would you do that?
8.    1 don't care what your grand- wlmothersaid, the answer is still no. q_ rto
9.    Change your underwear.    S l n     las
10.   1 love you.
Editor from page 2
life carries on beyond our wildest hopes about sends us out into the world with something we have to say" the end" to a school year, or
the perfect internship or placement sites—   more than personal gains ofknowledge and in the case of myself and others, the end of
even beyond our diplomas. While we come ability.     a seminary career and suffer the uncertainty
to seminary coveting legal certification of our The most important thing we have all of where life will bring us, we have a prom-
work and the most exciting places in which to learned is the addition of a few more words to ise added to" the end." Jesus Christ gives us
do this work, most of us leave knowing deep our vocabulary. We have learned that the love words that create the beginning of a whole
in our hearts that our call to proclaim hope of Jesus Christ, the forgiveness of sins, and new life with refreshing hope, no matter what
and faith in Jesus Christ is possible any place all that our work here at seminary drives us your class status or where you are sent out. So
and at all times. The best professors and men-   towards is the clear and simple proclamation we take heart, despite coveting placements
tors I' ve had throughout my years at seminary that all these good gifts of God are: for you.   and diplomas. We take heart in the prom-
both have something to say with a spirit of While we have now come to the end," with ises given through us, but also given to us,
boldness and faith, but also have me leaving the addition of our bold declaration" for you,"   now and forever: The grace of our Lord Jesus
the classroom certain they would proclaim the end is actually the mark of a whole new Christ, the love ofGod and the communion
the same message even without a formal class-   beginning; a beginning of faith, joy, hope and of the Holy Spirit be with you all.
room and paycheck— it is that important. It is deep delight in the work God does through For You. The End.
this example and this encouragement which our words, hands and heart. In fact, while
Summer Picks and Pans
Summer lists
Over the past few years a growing tradition has developed for the end-of-the-year issue of the Concord. We ask
for the wisdom of faculty, staff and the occasional seasoned student to contribute a list of books, entertainment
options, music or other interests to pique your curiosity and add to your grand summer plans! This year many have
offered great ideas for cruising library shelves and outdoor adventure possibilities. From u-pick strawberry fields to
Dirk Lange's " Tour of Europe," you won't find yourself at any loss for excitement over the summer months!
Rick Foss john Ankeny
Director of Contextual Leadership Initiative Senior Audit
I think of the books Any student who would like to keep one ear to the theological ground should add
on this list as somewhere these books to any summer reading list! This, coming from a lawyer who has just
between playful and pro-      enough law to need a hefty dose of gospel:
found, with just a touch of The New Lutheran Study Bible
whimsical wisdom. It isn't Spiritus Creator by Regin Prenter
heavy reading ( it is sum-   Paul's Gospel and Mission by Arland Hultgren
mer, after all), but I think
it's worthwhile:  The Righteousness ofFaith According to Luther by Hans Iwand
1.      How Your Church Luther's Works Volume 26.•Lectures on Galatians by Martin Luther
Family Works by Peter LutherforArmchair Theologians by Steven Paulson
Steinke On Being a Theologian ofthe Cross by Gerhard O. Forde
2.    Healthy Congregations by Peter Steinke A Greek English Lexicon ofthe NT edited by F.W.Danker
3.    Congregational Leadership in Anxious Times The Book ofConcord: Tappert edition
by Peter Steinke Martin Luther's Theology by Oswald Bayer
These first three comprise what I consider Bonus Selection: Real Prayers and More Real Prayers ofWendell Frerichs
an ` Alban trilogy" for anyone who cares about
relationships.
4.    Running Through the Thistles by Roy
Oswald Dr. Mark Granquist
5.    New Beginnings by Roy Oswald Visiting Professor of Church History
These next two are among Roy's best and wise Seven things you must do during a Minnesota Summerinsights for anyone is leaving or entering a com-
munity (something a seminarian might do on 1.    Pick Strawberries— lots of them! Go out to a u-pick farm
occasion).       try Lorence' s between Lakeville and Northfield): great for
v
6.    Inevitable Illusions by Massimo kids, easy to do and they taste so much better than Cali-
Piattelli-Palmarini fornia ones.
7.    How We Decide by Jonah Lehrer 2.    Go Canoeing. If you can' t make the Boundary Waters, try
These two are from a long list that reflects my the upper St. Croix River or nearby lakes.
life- long curiosity with" why we perceive things 3.    Visit the North Shore( The Scandinavian Riviera). Duluth, Two Harbors, Split
the way we do." But then I used to look at maps Rock and especially Grand Marais. You can have the World' s Best Doughnuts
upside- down for a time to better perceive them and Sven and Oles' Pizza.
when I turned them rightside- up again. So, maybe 4.    Small Town Festivals— parades, corn dogs, and rides— which are much better
it's just my fascination with perspective.      than at the State Fair, and cheaper. Every town seems to have one. Try the Sau-
8.    Horses Never Lie by Mark Rashid( This is erkraut Festival in Henderson or the Defeat of Jesse James Days in Northfield.
still my favorite book on leadership)      5.    A BBQ in the Park. Take your grill, a cooler, a Frisbee and friends out to the
9.    Grooks by Piet Hein. (There are five little park for the day. Even better if there is a Brass Band concert in the evening.
booklets, actually, translated from Dan-  6.   Walk in the Woods. Try the Big Woods State Park at Neurstrand or Jay Cooke
ish. This would be a" whimsical and wise"      State Park south of Duluth.
entry. 7.    Visit an Apple Orchard. In late August drive down US- 61 south from St. Paul
10.   Parables ofKierkegaard by Thomas toward Winona. There are plenty of orchards in the Red Wing and Lake City
Oden( A book to be lived with, more than area. Then you can hit Roscoe's in Rochester for world-class BBQ and root
just read)  beer— heavenly!
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Mary Sue Dreier Chris Scharen
Associate Professor of Congregational Mission and Leadership Assistant Professor of Worship
Pink on these things this summer!    Ten good books I' ve read recently ( that
10.   Pink Utensil: Pinking shears( ask your grandmother)       changed my mind, or at least made me ques-
tion my assumptions)
Pretty in Pink
9.    Pink Classic Movies: Pink Panther,
pdill i' h 1.    Rita Nakashima Brock and Rebecca Annfir,   I
Parker, Saving ParadiseWhat does it8.    Pink-Themed Movie: Legally Blonde mean that fora 1000 years the cross was
7.    Pink Rock Song: Pink by Aerosmith,  A,  not the central symbol of Christian faith?
Pink Cashmere by Prince 2•    Cormac McCarthy, The Road— In the wasteland ofpostmo-
6.    Pink Recording Artists: Pink Floyd, P!nk dernity, can one still follow transcendent values?
5.    Pink Food: Aunt Cindy's" Pink Stuff"      3.    Mary Oliver, Zhirst-- Is the world really this amazingly beau-
my children's favorite: cherry pie filling,  tiful and full of God and I've just been walking by?
cool whip, evap milk, crushed pineapple,   4.    James Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues— So these two musi-
nuts); Pink lady apples( healthy alternative)       
cal traditions are really intertwined and not opposed?
4.    Pink Drink: White zinfandel( go figure)    
5.    Charles Taylor, A Secular Age— How, in the West, we moved
3.    Pink Historic Goodness: Pink Ladies( hospital auxiliaries)       from a society where everyone as a matter of course believed
2.    Pink Health Issue: Pink ribbon campaign for breast cancer in God to a society where it is quite common not to? Powerful,
awareness rich and rewarding book.
1.    Pink Peace Movement: CODEPINK( Seriously: www.code-      6.    Bahaa' Taher, Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery: A Novel— How
pink4peace.org)     do we live together across religious, ethnic, racial, cultural and
other boundaries?
7.    Marilynne Robinson, Home( and before that, Gilead)— Only
Dirk Lange a master of literature and Reformed theology could write so
Associate Professor of Worship compellingly of the brokenness and beauty of the pastoral life.
4 8.    Kwame Bediako, Christianity in Africa: The Renewal ofNon-Go to Europe. 
Western Religion— After a trip to West Africa last year, I'mL To Poland!Wislawa Szymborska, Pol-       \       
asking more than ever what the growth and vitality of Chris-ish poet and Nobel Prize for Literature.   f tianity in the two/ thirds world mean for us in the US context?There are several editions of her work in
Now that I live in the Twin Cities where many of these samePolish/ English editions.
two/ thirds world Christians now live, it is even more pressing2.    To Sweden!— Elsa Beskow and her won-  
to answer.
derful stories for children!
9.    Sarah McFarland Taylor, Green Sisters: A Spiritual Ecology— It
3.    To France!— Eloi Leclerc( for those missing theology while is surprising and delightful to see the ways radical nuns lead
on vacation): his biography ofSaint Francis The Wisdom ofthe us in thinking and living in partnership with all creationPoor One ofAssisi( La sagesse dun pauvre).   
10.  Julian Barners, Nothing to be Frightened Of—A vital, beauti-4.    To the Czech Republic!Vaclac Havel, Open Letters, captivat-  ful, and pastorally useful memoir of non-belief from one of
ing narration of a religious seeker. England' s best novelists, he begins with the comment," I don't
5.    And back to France!— Olivier Messiaen, not a book, but a believe in God, but I miss him." Non-believers can be just as
recording Quartet for the End of Time. Messiaen re- interprets smart, funny and morally serious as any believer I know!
for us what is meant by the word" praise!
Ron Olson
Director of Admissions
With the Kurt Wallander series set to begin Sunday, May 10 on PBS' s Mystery, I recall that I' ve picked author Henning Mankell before
as a must-read. He's written his last in the Wallander multi-volume set, but I' ve fallen into reading other Scandinavian mystery writers lately
and grab anything I can find by such folks in our local library. For example:
Stieg Larsson( who is no longer among the living) is now well known with his The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. There's another on the
way in English this year, The Girl Who Played with Fire.
Yrsa Sigurdarddottir is an Icelandic( I suppose the surname is a giveaway) author with a couple of recent novels. I'm currently reading
My Soul to Take.
Asa Larsson is another fine writer.
Add to this list, Arnaldur Indridason and Kjell Eriksson, as authors are who are being translated into English as fast as their transla-
tors can!
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Summer Picks and Pans
Guillermo Hansen a y,  '   N f Andyjolivette
Associate Professor of Systematic Theology Assistant Director of Admissions
1.    Soul and Psyche: The Bible in Psychological Music for your summer iTunes library:
Perspective by Wayne Rollins( Augsburg 1.    Brooke Fraser: Australian pop star( also writes/ sings wor-
Fortress). An outstanding exploration ship for Hillsong). Check out Albertine.
of the Bible through the lenses of psy-     2.   William Fitzsimmons: Dude looks and sounds just like
choanalytical, and especially Jungian,   Iron& Wine, yet he's altogether different( download his
Perspective.  p album The Sparrow and the Crow. If you don't like it I' ll
2.    The Stillborn God: Religion, Politics and give you$ 10).
the Modern West by Mark Lilla( Knof,2007). Why does reli-    3.   Justin Timberlake: Even if you don't admit to having
gion haunt again the western mind?Philosopher Mark Lilla them, download a few songs.
presents a fascinating approach to the modern problem of the
separation between politics and religion.  4.   John Mayer: Will likely be remembered as one of today's
greatest talents and guitar genius( check out Continuum).
3.   Abduction: Human Encounters with Aliens by John Mack 5.    Jack Johnson: Chilled out tunes for the boat, beach orScribners). Aliens. Religion. Yes, a study of the blurring lines
between folklore, religion and contemporary" abductions."    
backyard barbeques.
For anyone interested in the weird, a must.       6.    Frank Sinatra: Perfect music for cooking, entertain-
4.    Liquid Church by Peter Ward( Hendrickson, 2002). What ing or just drinking wine by yourself( not that anyone
does it means to be a church in the midst of the fluidity of
does that... but just in case). Everyone should have some
postmodern times?A powerful critique of the modern church
Frank in their collection.
and an inspiring proposal for all of us concerned about the 7.    Sigur Ros: Unique, electronic and haunting... from the
present and future of the church. beautiful shores of Iceland.
5.    Feminist Theory and Christian Theology by Serene Jones( For-    8•   Matt Wertz: My favorite acoustic- fun-rocker( check out
tress). Justification by faith and liberation from patriarchal Twentythree Places or Everything In Between).
oppression? Feminist theology made plain and accessible for 9.    Death Cab for Curie: Some of the most clever lyrics
the church, especially for churches of the Reformation. you' ll ever hear.
10.   Dave Barnes: Another favorite of mine( check out
Brother, Bring the Sun)
Dwight Zscheile 11.  John Legend: Real. Good. Music.
Assistant Professor of Congregational Mission and Leadership
12.  Kanye West: Say what you want about his ego, Jay-Zs
protege made good music until recently.
Goldberg Variations by Bach/ Glenn Gould 13.  Michael Jackson: Ifyou don't like MJ' s music from
At the Montreux jazz Festival by Bill the 80' s there' s something wrong with you( down-
Evans load Billy Jean, Rock with You and Man in the Mirror
The Koln Concert by Keith Jarrett immediately).
Requiem by Karl Jenkins 14.   The Roots: Not just Jimmy Fallon's Late Night band,
IAm the True Vine by Arvo Part they are" the greatest living musical factory."
East ofthe River by Robin Mark 15.   Mat Kearney: A regular on Grey's Anatomy soundtracks,
Hang on Little Tomato by Pink Martini he' ll be at this summer' s Basilica Block Party.
Hello Love by Chris Tomlin
No Line on the Horizon by U2
Vivaldi's Cello by Yo-Yo Ma
Campaignfrom page 5
build disciples and turn out followers ofJesus.   recently gotten a hold ofher and she said to other and everyone else what God is doing in
One of the best things about campaign life is me, " I can' t wait for session to be over, so I our lives— is better than anything we had on
the bonding that takes place among the staff,   can focus on stuff that matters." She's right,   the campaign trail. I still have days of covet-
the deep friendships created over the stress you know. As we laughed and chatted our ing my old life, but this life of fishing for men
and exhilaration and singular focus on the way through the next hour, we came to the is turning out to be pretty amazing. Praise
goal ofwinning. But I was talking last week realization of how now that God has rocked God!
with an old campaign friend who now works both our worlds, the deep Christian friend-
at the state legislature. The Holy Spirit has ship we have— where we want to tell each
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Church View
Coveting Complaceng,
9A woman s response to the man's church
By Kari Aanestad of seminary I have emerged from the met-   but rather the energy of masculinity exhibits
M. Div.Junior aphorical maternity ward blurry-eyed and those traits. Men and women are a com-
So, what do you do?" my partner's great-   
half-numb, and I can't shake off the anger I plex, beautiful assembly of both masculine
uncle asked me as we stood in the kitchen of felt toward Brian's great uncle. New creature and feminine traits. Contrary to what some
his home in a small Wisconsin town.    or old, Eve is oppressed.  believe, feminism does not encourage any-
I' m going to be a Lutheran pastor," I told Earlier this year I spoke with a former male one to hate men. Kidd argues our society is
him.       professor about how I was struggling emo-   patriarchal in that the masculine energies of
Oh, we have a woman pastor," he said.       tionally at seminary. I told him one thing that dominance, competition and autonomy are
I smiled at him waiting for him to say was keeping me spiritually fed was a pasto-   favored. If one exhibits tendencies toward
more. " When our old pastor left," he contin-   ral care class I was taking. He then said with nurturing or interdependence, one is dis-
ued," I got really nervous because I knew we incredible sarcasm, " They may not be much missed as weak, vulnerable and undesirable.
were either going to get a woman or a black.   for theologians, but
at least they' re good lis-   The professors' patronizing comments about
Sure enough, we got a woman."    a profession that celebrates the
My heart races even now characteristics of the feminine
as I retell this story. I am
stillO"" "         
f°moi energy is a classic example of
deeply connected with that d           , F the " strong" dominating the
Kari who stood in the kitchen weak"— the masculine subju-
i gation of the feminine.with 1950s decor staring at a h
o
man who, within three min Our dear Lutheran church
utes of meeting, she hated. My y is a part of this complicated
partner, Brian, sensed me get j i patriarchy, and this year I have
tin worked u . He tabbed been given wounds as a result.g P g
my hand and squeezed it as if to j, Though we have made progress,
say," I know. I understand. Just i;       we are still a man's church. In
please be nice right now and we
ne the ELCA, women wait on aver-
m
can talk about it in the car."    
s
age six months longer to receive
When I was a student at ru a first call than men. Women
Augsburg College I refused to are typically associate pastors of
believe that sexism was still a a congregation but rarely head
pressing problem, especially pastor of a multi-pastored staff.
in our progressive twenty-first Out of the 65 bishops of the
century American culture.  Photo byjefBettens, stnck.xCHNc ELCA, 59 are men. I could go
Women' s suffrage was, like, so late- nine-   tenets." He quickly apologized after realizing on, but these facts remain words on a page
teenth century," I thought. Well, apparently
what he had said was incredibly offensive and if we can't move into a larger discussion of
I thought wrong. A person's first year of sem-   
inappropriate, but the words hovered in the what they mean and what we are supposed
inary is inevitably difficult in light of all of
air as a poisonous gas. I exhaled, blowing to do about it. As a part of the daily tension
the pain that accompanies creating a pasto-   
them off. A month later I learned scholars between the old and new Eves, I find myself
ral identity. In his Confessions Augustine of more-" academically rigorous" disciplines coveting the complacency of many in the
compares the process of his conversion to sometimes teasingly refer to pastoral care church who either deny or passively accept
the Christian faith as a birth. We sense that scholars as" practically theologians," a term the subjugation of the feminine. I covet their
there is something new that is being created that plays off of the term " practical theolo-   ease of mind and steadiness of heart, espe-
within us, which is terrifying, exciting and
gian," which often refers to Systematicians.     cially when I stand in the kitchen with that
painful.       
Sue Monk Kidd in Dance ofthe Dissident darn great-uncle and hear," Sure enough, we
The process is so long and the birth pangs Daughter explores claims of moderate femi-   got a woman."
are so great that we desire nothing more
nism that two component energies comprise My men and women friends of the church,
than to scream, " Get this f***er out of me!"   all activities in the world: masculine and it is time to shatter the proverbial stained-
as my mom shouted when she brought me
feminine. The masculine energy is one of glass ceiling. Let us strive to embrace those
into the world. We resent the new creation dominance, competition and autonomy. The who nurture and serve. Let us have the same
and engage in a sort of spiritual warfare with
feminine energy is one of nurturing, mutu-   attitude of Jesus Christ, who, being in the
ality and interdependence. Before I go any very nature of God did not consider equalityourselves. One professor put it this way," Oh further into moderate feminism, an impor-   with God something to be grasped, but madeKari, you're struggling to let go of the Old
Eve." We live in this tension daily, especially tant point to clarify here is that moderate himself nothing, taking the very nature of a
as leaders the church. After this first year feminism does not purport that all men are servant. Amen.
dominant, competitive and autonomous,
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Papers and Perspectives
Titlesfor last-
oalzctuef'   n s   u
atie Luther
mZnuto fZ ars
ty ''
64d,,tet Lydia Nelson', M.Div:
Mii3dieri":
By Rev. Daniel Disch( Luther Seminary' 05), Thomas Jackson( M.A. Senior),
Brian Krause( M. Div Senior), Rev. Amanda Liggett( Luther Seminary' 08), Rev.     k atn"appalled. No, I am
Erma Wolf( LSTC' 97)     ashamed,"my dear.Lutheran
xiends, who dare-claim .to
Oprah' s Soteriology slow in my husband's Refor-
Free To Bee: The Vocation of Beekeeping ion footsteps,
Eschatology: Will we have anuses in the new jerusalem?       I'll tell you what I waist T
Theological Explorations: OfThe: Semi: Colon yx pt a picture ofmy own
CS Lewis& Electronic Evangelism: Till We Have Face-book HZIC at LU-FHER
r aty a school © rtg1,Chocolate Covered Bacon, Stale Cheetos, and Oatmeal Cream Pies: decltca to the edu inn
Exploring Unhealthy Means ofGraceaof LU RAN pasters and
Huey Lewis and the New Jerusalem '     Fini ere are pictures of
Paternity Leave: Where Is The Father At The Mange Mil uther everywhere y
Origen-ality: What to do when all the heresies are taken you tttr u cannot even spit arid.miss fittecnditon of tri
The Rapper Exposed: The Theology of Ludacris.      beloved and."EIe greets you as' o trudge the stairs to, r
library can evendeatsk along wttl%liis belovrlJoseph and the Amazing HDTV Dreamcoat hands whifit wrote s/"   ny Lrtt pian classics
Ministry ofApathy: Pastoral Care for the Indifferent.   flltay, I' ll grant you'that there is one place on campcts
Ontological Norm& other lesser known theologians from CheersyouZ12H%'ee my picture hidden away to the foyer ofGullt
Hegel& Adult Diapers: Did I Just Epistemological Myself?  ever looks t y unless tt'  
y"
nmg a d ou are I lig
orf" our umbrellahore Dirt mass, e waterBuber' s Menage A Trots: I and Thou and a Heineken g g, y g
over my lovely burgundy dres tit even this, my dear frtepcis,The Theology of the GulfWar: Greeted As Liberation is"nor truly a picture of yon, for my dear Marty'     tt
Journey through Lent With Journey: Don't Stop Believin' Withrs right next to me, 
Open Arms Iy might have penned°the 5mttll'     are  
IKEAs Norse Theology: Collapsible Table Talk tri of r C ristian and translate      ' Bible' in   ' er-
Eyebrow Mysterium: Osteen's Gospel- free Evangelism ma beyond anydoubt, had£tarot b r me,      eat.
Rick Warren G& The Gangsta Driven Life husband would have run otr ItIousehcilcl irttct tltc nd y
Talking Heads: Too Many Chickens In The Benny Hinnhouse
rads ofWittenberg. 1 cooky is meals. I had Itis 1 Jates I
took care of all the rag tag nts from the univ-, try he
Papal Prada: The History Of The Vatican Runway attracted. I ran the place.
Eating For Two: Pregnant Women Propose Larger Sacraments I made beer for him, for;gash sakes   ;
I' ll Think About It Tomorrow: Scarlett O' Hara's Theology of All I want is a little recegttttton fort e part that I'played in
Delayed Epistemology letting one of the I must say) theo-
Not My Feet: St. Peter's Unknown Ticklespot.       logians of all rime to daily basis. You all havefungi n on a t
Incfwd
to thank, really_,  t_The JEPD Layers ofAuthorship Behind" Mary Had a Little Lamb" Is one picture ofme to much to as
The Doctrinal Influences Behind` Raising One's Ebenezer'
You Say" Heilsgeschichte," And I Say," Gesundheit:'
Fishers Of Men: Evangelism on Ladies Night The Confessions of Martin Luther, Vol. 2 of 8400
Getting Fired For the Glory of God
Law& Order: Overly Dramatic Tales ofJustification
Croaking Righteous Judgment: Jeremiah Was A Bullfrog Animalist Prosperity Gospel: Become A Better Ewe
Even The Rocks Cry Out For Blessed Unions
Nicene Creed: The Musical
The Evangelist' s Diet: I Must Decrease, He Must Increase Put Your Hands In The Air If You're A True Prayer
Bondage of the Will: Pastoral Care& Inheritance Squabbles ELCA, WELCA, SCHMELKA: Church Organizations for the
Keep Awake: Why Insomniacs Will Inherit the Kingdom ofGod
Baby Bust Generation
M. Luther' s Venti Catechism: The Starbucks Edition
Porpoise Driven Life: The Seas& All That Is In Them
5 loaves, 2 fish: The Messianic Extra Value Meal
Law and Order: Third Use Unit
Christmas Oratios: Getting a Handel on Choral Music
Law& Order: Pharisaical Intent
Ghostbusters: Grieving The Holy Spirit Titles to page 13
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Health and Finance
Faith andMoneJ
Saving as a Spiritual Practice
By Erica Kennedy this course they learned how to create a budget as well as
Assistant Director of Financial Aid set financial goals. We decided that their top two goals
Saving is a spiritual thing. What?Most of the time we think about should be: 1) setting aside money for an emergency fund
giving as a spiritual discipline and rarely think about how saving something they could use if the car broke down or they
shapes our stewardship practices. Think for a minute about the clas-    had unexpected medical expenses) and 2) beginning to pay
sic saving story ofJoseph in the seven years of plenty followed by the off their education debt.
seven years of famine in Genesis 41 where regular saving played an Eat meat only once a week( rather than our usual daily
important role in survival. And then there is the down side of saving consumption). Rather, we challenged ourselves to, as rec-
that can turn into the faithless behavior ofhoarding, like the story of ommended by" Mothering" magazine, to plan the weekly
the man in Luke 12 who fills his barns and then tore them down to meal schedule with the following breakdown of dishes 1)
build bigger barns. Giving, Saving and Spending are the three- fold meat, 2) egg, 3) bean, 4) soup, and 5) vegetarian( the other
cord to healthy financial practices and vibrant stewardship.       two dinners would take care of themselves).
For several months at Luther Seminary, about three dozen people My husband volunteered to bake all of our own bread.
making up 17 teams have been focused on saving through the" How
to Save on a Student Budget Contest." On April 1st, five teams com-      0 Our plan included just one major grocery shopping trip per
pleted the contest. Congratulations to the Angela Fairbanks Family month, supplemented with additional trips as needed( for
for being named winners of the$ 1000 prize. The Fairbanks family milk, eggs, bananas).
will receive$ 500 and have designated the remaining$ 500 to go to 0 When dining out, we decided to share restaurant entrees.
their congregation in Ashland, Wisconsin!
As we get ready for summer, here is some saving wisdom from other We purchased a community garden plot for$ 20.
seminary students...   0      " Re-gifting" for Christmas( and some birthday gifts) to
Our savings practices connect with our lives as leaders.  extended family.
While we are cautious with our social spending, we recog-       Our" sharing" conversations do not fall on deaf ears. Dur-
nize that there are ways to have fun on a budget. 
ing a recent visit with grandparents in Arizona, our little
Our little five-year-old has three coin boxes individually daughter decided to sell lemons from their lemon tree— her
labeled" Share,"" Save" and" Spend" and these, along with first entrepreneurial endeavor. As a result, she made$ 5. 00
Jesus' commands to" Love the Lord your God with all and announced that she was giving all of it to our spon-
ofyour heart, your mind, and your soul and to love your sored child in El Salvador.
neighbor as yourself" have been our starting points for Many of these savings practices are public and as leadersfinancial conversations with our children. 
in our community others will see how we" put our money
Carpooling and public transportation, reduces gas emis- where our mouth is" with respect to stewardship of the
sions, but also reduces gas costs.   earth, our God-given resources, our talents and time. Per-
1 write down every penny that I spent. On a few occasions haps most ofall, as we continue many of the practices, our
I chose not to spend money because I knew that I would daughters will learn and grow from faithful conversation
have to write it down.       of not just saving, but sharing generously, and spending
wisely, all as we seek to love the Lord our God, and our
Prior to beginning the savings contest we seized the oppor-      neighbors as ourselves.
tunity to be a part of a Good Sense Budgeting Course. In
Enjoy the summer and happy saving!
Titles from page 12
90 Minutes in the Confessional Eberhard, Georg, and Huldrych: A Litany Of Horrible Baby
The 5 People You Meet While Passing the Peace Names
Osteen's Guide To Dating: Your Best Wife Now Stomach Aches: A Diet of Worms
Behold I Knock: Awkward Conversations With Mormons It Seemed Like A Good Idea At the Time: Martyrs Speak Out
Outside The Church There Is No Salvation: A Case for Vagrancy Knock-Knock Joke Theology
Call-Waiting To Discipleship: Horror Stories from the Candidacy The Eternal Prayer
Process Psalm Tones From Hell
The Book of Concord Grape Jelly Does This Stole Make My Butt Look Fat?: Pastoral Fashion Tips
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Entertainment
Jeni's Summer List of
Sweet Sound oSpeculation things to do and listen to
ByJeni Grangaard get together to record songs in an apartment in New York
M. Div. Senior City. You don't have to imagine it, Dark was the Night is
1.   My anthem for the heart of the summer July, July! by The it. Arcade Fire, The National, My Brightest Diamond, Bei-
Decemberists is a must. While listening to this ode to July,      rut, Feist and Ben Gibbard, Yeasayers, Dirty Projects and
be sure to listen also to the new Decemberists album Dhe many, many more!
Hazards ofLove, a prog-rock opera organized around' 60s 6.   Ask friends for mixed tapes for long road trips to ordina-
British folk motifs, drowning most notably. The Decem- tions, installations and consecrations.
berists will headline Rock the Garden at the Walker Art
7.   It's not summer( or fall, winter or spring) without MasonCenter's Sculpture Garden on June 20.    Jennings. Come summertime Mason's album Zbe Sim-
2.   Read and/ or listen to Harry Potter and the Half-Blood ple Life invades my not-so- simple life. Perhaps now would
Prince in prep for said movie, due out July 15. We won't be a good time to go shopping for that brand new summer
actually leave the country until we've seen the movie.    dress.
You've got to have priorities.  
g.   I hope to finally finish Nina Planck's book Real Food,
3.   I will continue to covet and make an idol out of the Bose attend Farmer's Markets and learn how to cook real food
Quiet Comfort 3 headphones for long and loud airplane before landing in a place without the amenities I have
trips. grown so accustomed to and despise so much.
4.   I cannot wait for Iron& Wine's Around the Well, a collec-  9.   In lieu ofattending numerous outdoor summer concerts,
tion of rare, out of print and never released songs. My rigid I' ll plug into The Hold Steady's new live album A Posi-
and fruitless search for Iron& Wine demo tapes on eBay tive Rage. Perfect music for premium tailgating at St. Paul
can end, finally.     Saint's games and being nostalgic for Minnesota.
5.   Though the light takes over dark during the summer, I' ll Go Charlie Ruud!
keep my ear filled with Dark was the Night. Imagine if 10 Do nothing, nothing at all. Finally.
some of your favorite artists decided that it would be fun to
Colin's Summer Reading List
A Story of Rhythm and Grace by Jimi brings the reader through an examination
Calhoun of other major watershed moments in Chris-
As a musician, pastor and black man,   tian history including the break with Judaism,
Jimi Calhoun has a unique perspective on the Reformation and emergence of Ameri-
race relations within the church community can Christianity to cast a vision of what the
which he shares in his new book, A Story of future ofAmerican Christianity might look
Rhythm and Grace: What the Church Can like.
Learn from Rock and Roll about Healing the Throughout the rest of 2009 Rob Bell will
Racial Divide. Calhoun spent years touring be touring to promote his forthcoming book
the country with artists like Jimi Hendrix,   Drops Like Stars. He is an amazing preacher
John Lennon, Elton John and The Parlia-   and so far I have really gotten a lot out of his ANA
ment Funkadelic. Calhoun looked at the other books Velvet Elvis, Sex God and God
rock and roll community and found a color-   Wants to Save Christians. On August, 21st     .
blind mindset. He' s taking the principles he' ll be in Minneapolis at a site TBD. Keep Reason, Faith and Revolution: Reflections
and applying them to church communi-   checking out www.robbell.com to find out on the God Debate( Terry Lectures) by Terry
ties. I'm expecting to find some fun and well when he' ll be here! Eagleton. I'm delighted to have found a book
grounded illustrations for Bible studies and Brian McLauren by Finding Our Way that promises to hammer atheists and agnos-
preaching. Again: 7he Return ofthe Ancient Practices tics, especially Christopher Hitchens andGreat Emergence, Zhe. How Christianity Is McLauren attempts to trace a broad swath Richard Dawkins, for oversimplifying and
Changing and Why( emersion: Emergent Vil-   of spiritual practices into Biblical life in order parodying the complexity of religious life.lage resources for communities of faith) by to discover the beauty and depth they contrib-   Terry Eagleton promises to critique those
Phyllis Tickle ute to daily practices of faith. He incorporates jerks, lay out the revolutionary and transfor-Tickle looks at the American church the practices themselves into a narrative sense
mational nature of the Gospel and indicts the
and sees that North American Christianity of practice that connects life with the faith institutional church for failing to preach the
is changing in a major way right now. She we profess. transformational Gospel.
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Events
Calendar ofeventsBy Marie Olson StoneArch Festival ofArts Music andMovies in Loring ParkM. Div. Middler
June 20- 21 Mondays, July 20—Aug. 10
The academic year is finally( or suddenly)       This festival is taking place along beautiful A delightfully free event where you can enjoy
coming to a close and I bet you are all won-       St. Anthony Main in the Riverfront District live music starting at 7 p. m., and a moviedering... " What am I going to DO this along the Mississippi River. Not only is this projected on a big screen outside. Pull up a
summer!?" Well, here are some suggestions a beautiful location, but there are sure to be blanket and enjoy this 31- year-old tradition!
if you're sticking around the Twin Cities!   tents of beautiful art to view! Be sure to check Check their website for upcoming details
out the schedule for music performances and about band and movie schedules. www.min-
May other fun activities taking place over these two neapolisparks. org.
days. This is sure to be a great Father' s Day
Walking with Dinosaurs outing, especially with their Art of the Car Lumberjack Days
Display this year! stonearchfestival.com.
May 14- 17 July 23-27
25- 70 July This classic Midwestern event is hosted in
They're Ba-ack!" This monumental event fea-       Taste of Minnesota Stillwater, MN. Come for wine-tasting, ice-
tures life- size dinosaurs walking about, living cream socials, lumberjack exhibits, log- rolling
and fighting right before your eyes! It'sin town July 2- 5 and pie-baking contests! It is sure to be a back-
this weekend at the Target Center though so Free! ( if you arrive between noon and 3 woods experience! Check out their website for
get online and reserve your tickets now! www.       p.m.)       details at www.lumberjackdays.com.
dinosaurlive.com. Also check out www.ticket-       
LOVE FOODP I sure do! This festival on
master.com and search under" Walking with Harriet Island in St. Paul, features food pre-  AugustDinosaurs:'
pared from some of the Twin Cities' best
restaurants! Featured artists for the festival Minnesota State Fair
St. Paul Saints Baseball this year include Staind, Judas Priest, and Aug. 27—Sept. 1
Opening Day, May 14 Whitesnake. Also, each night of the festival
ends with a fantastic fireworks display! Check Food on a stick... need I say more.?Check outDo you enjoy outdoor baseball? The news out their website for more details about the their website for Grandstand show artists and
Twins stadium isn't ready yet, but the Saints food vendors, to hear samples of the musical other details at www.mnstatefair.org.
have a great outdoor stadium at great prices! artists, and to find more information about
Not only is this bound to be a fun experience admission after 3 p.m. www.tasteofmn.com.   Minnesota Renaissance Festivalfor the whole family but it's a great way to
Aug.  2—Oct. 4support Luther Seminary' s own Charlie Ruud,      '
pitcher for the St. Paul Saints! General Admis-   Basilica Block PartyP Come for a blast to the past including knights
sion is as low as$ 5 for adults and$ 4 for youth!       July 10- 12 in shining armor, jousting, jesters, eat corn on
www.saintsbaseball.com.   
40- 70( depending on how many nights you the cob and a turkey leg! Check out their web-
June want to attend)     
site for details: www.renaissancefest.com.
This annual outdoor Music festival is put on Allsummer longby Cities 97 and is bringing in some greatSt.Anthony ParkArts Festival musicians this year! Among them are Mat
June 6 Kearney, Matt Nathanson, Counting Crows Padelford Riverboats
This Festival takes place practically in our
and Romantica! Get more information about       $ 16- 40( depending on if you go for no meal,
own front yard and the proceeds go to the St.       
this event online at www.basilicablockparty.       brunch, or dinner)
Anthonyublic Library right u Como Ave-       org.Y Y g P This is a wonderful way to experience the Mis-
nue. The day includes entertainers, a kids' art sissippi River on a classic paddleboat cruise,
activity tent, food, sidewalk sales, and more!    Sommerfest-- Macy s Day ofMusic the prices fluctuate depending on if you just
See their website for more details, www.stan-       July 11- Aug. 3 go for the cruise, or if you want to enjoy a
thonyparkartsfestival.org.       Sunday brunch, a delicious sunset dinner, or,Free.!       
new this year, a taco bar combined with 2 for
joyfulNoise Family Fest July 11th is Macy' s Day of Music which fea-       1 Margaritas! Check out their website for more
tures free music and tents of fun food on the details at www.riverrides.com.
June 13 plaza plus a free concert by the Minnesota
22-27 Orchestra that evening. Sommerfest itself SOlera Rooftop Movies
is a series of many exciting concerts overThis Christian Music festival at the National
the course of the next several weeks. Some Another way to enjoy the cinema and theSports Center in Blaine is not to be missed!
concerts which I might point out are Doc outdoors at once! Solera restaurant in Min-
Artists featured this year include MercyMe,       
concerts
on July 12- 13, The Music
e
Paul neapolis features movies on their rooftopLincoln Brewster, Tenth Avenue North, Chris Simon on July 20, Peter and the Wolf on July throughout the summer, they also combineSligh and many more, plus other fun appear-       27, and Martin Short Live on Aug. 3! Check a themed drink special to go with the movie.
ances and activities. Check out their website
out their website for a fuller schedule at www.       My only tip is get there early because the roof-for more details and ticket information! www.       
minnesotaorchestra.org/ sommerfest. top fills up, it is a popular event! Check outjoyfulnoisefamilyfest.com.      their website for movie schedules: www.sol-
era- restaurant.com.
CONCORD 15
Table Talk
The
Down the Hill Luther Seminary through
younger eyes
What would you do
Not so crazy
B Emil  ( 12) and Katie( 6) Grierfor a Klondike Bar? y E ily
Daughters of Dean and Kris Grier b
Dean (Dad): Emily and Katie, what
do you think of the 9th and 10th
commandments?
IheY're so crazy that we' ll never do
Sell my Book of Concord!" them. Wait, can we do this from the
Jon Gathje, M.Div.junior swing?
Em: Um, they [ Concord] do realize i
h
how old we are right?
Dad: Let's see. Don't covet your neighbor's house, wife, manservant,
maidservant, cattle or anything else.
KT: Can we go inside now?
Eat a pork chop!"  Dad: Do you know what covet means?
Kara Wiechmann, M.Div. middler Em: Katie, like when you see a horse when we're driving, do you really,
really want to have it?
KT: Oh yeah. " Covet" isn't so crazy now.
Kris( Mom): I'm coveting a dishwasher right now... and a maid.
Dad: Why do you think God tells us not to want what other people
Nothing. But I' d stab you in the already have?
chest for your KitKat."       KT: Because then you might want to have it, or get it, or steal it.
Whitney Hollingsworth, Luther Ent: ... and then you're breaking more commandments.
Seminary visitor Dad: So how about your neighbor's wife? Because your neighbor
doesn't actually own his wife, right?
Em: You' d still break another commandment: committing adultery
Commandment 6).
I' d go through hell, but not back KT: (Trying to sneak away.) They do realize how old we are right?
again, because then the Klondike
bar would melt:"      Dad: It sounds like when we break the last two commandments,
pretty soon we' re breaking more of them.
Amanda Liggett, M.Div. '08 Em: That's no fun! Ha!
Dad: So what happens when we break these commandments?
KT: You break God's rules and make people sad or mad. You might
even turn into robbers or bullies.
What does it need me to Em: It's like when someone else gets mad. Then I feel bad, too. I want
do for it?"       to go hide under a rock.
KT: Then we want to go find somewhere to hide because we broke
Dean Grier, M.Div. Intern the rules.
Dad: Do you think God can forgive you if you break these
commandments?
I would try really hard to obey KT: Yes.
the law and once I have perfected
myself of my own effort then
Dad: How about people?
finally will I be worthy to eat said
Em: Sometimes. Depends on the person, I guess.
Klondike bar." KT: And the people that did the stealing need to say" sorry."
a. .
Brian Krause, M.Div. senior Dad: It sounds like you guys have a pretty good handle on these
commandments. Thanks, girls!
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